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Abstract

We present our position on developing an open source platform for human-robot dialog research in home healthcare. We discuss the need for perceptive, emotive, spoken-dialog robotic companions, describe an architecture for this research, and call on others to participate in making it a successful community resource.

Introduction

The overall, long-term goal of our research is to develop a fully animated robotic companion for home healthcare that possesses the ability to engage humans in a way that is unobtrusive and suspends disbelief so that the humans will act naturally in their environment. This will enable the companion robot to monitor patients for signs of physical and emotional deterioration for the purpose of notifying a remote caregiver, to provide reminders and even life coaching to extend independence and quality of life.

The core of this technology is a cloud of mobile, perceptive, emotive, animate, spoken dialog agents (robotic companions) that can understand specific events via image recognition, spoken dialog, and other sensory input and that are loosely connected via the Internet to enable them to learn from their collective experiences and harness the power of others. These companionbots will enable research into proactive dialog with patients on aspects of health and daily functions, as well as facilitate motivation, training, and education, as seen in the following example.

Training the Depressed to Avoid a Pessimistic Explanatory Style: Most of the 21 million Americans suffering from major depression receive infrequent therapy, at best, based on imperfect recollection of a few of the prior week’s incidents. Studies indicate that Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is as effective as medication in treating depression and may be more likely to lead to sustained improvement. Forms of CBT have shown positive effects when delivered via interactive voice response and computer systems (Selmi et al. 1990). These systems enable interaction with patients who might otherwise not have access due to financial means, time, social stigma, location, etc. These systems enable broad access, but they follow prespecified scenarios, cannot react to real-life situations, and require much patient initiative.

A therapeutic emotive agent that proactively engages patients in relevant dialog would overcome these issues and augment human therapy to facilitate interactions that would otherwise not be possible. This dialog could complement existing care via more frequent interactions and point-of-need delivery. Such companionbots would result in a means of capturing a wealth of information regarding depression, which could lead to improved treatments.

The following is a concrete scenario we will use to motivate our platform for home healthcare and related STEM research. The scenario presents how we envision the companion will train patients with depression to not think or express pessimistic thoughts in a personal, permanent and pervasive way. Ruth is a patient being treated for depression. She has just dropped her glass and spilled water on herself and the floor. Daisy is her companion robot.

Ruth: Oh for crying out loud! Why do I (pers.) always (perm.) have to drop everything (perv.) all the time (perm.)?

Daisy: Oh that’s a shame, but Ruth, I haven’t seen you drop a glass (not perv.) for a long time (not perm.). And I’ve never seen you drop plates, pots or pans (not perv.). Everybody (not pers.) drops something (not perv.) from time to time (not perm.). You shouldn’t be so hard on yourself.

In order to achieve this, Daisy must recognize dishes, falling events, linguistic indicators of personal, permanent, and pervasive speech and be able to rephrase such speech using more positive patterns. The technology exists in computer vision and NLP to detect these events and in HCI to communicate in natural ways. Therefore, the time is right to integrate these technologies into a companion robot that enables research investigating such healthcare scenarios.

Research Platform

The proposed platform will enable a range of research in human language technologies, image processing, ML, robotics, and other areas. Due to the lack of such a platform, there has been relatively little prior work to address the technical requirements of home healthcare robots.

It is our long-term goal to develop companion robots that encourage humans to form an emotional attachment
The evolution of an interactive robot for therapy. Making this platform a reality for all and conduct leading edge research is expected to be significant. How significant depends on ensuring the platform is open and comprehensive enough to provide the functionality the community needs. Making this platform a reality for all and an effective research platform will be greatly facilitated by broad community participation — by your participation.

Summary

The proposed platform will integrate language, vision, emotion, and other technologies to proactively recognize and dialog with patients on health issues such as depression. The project team is extremely multidisciplinary which will help ensure the platform is well suited for a diverse group of future researchers, not only in home healthcare robotics, but also in the numerous foundational STEM fields. The positive impact of this unique infrastructure on capabilities to conduct leading edge research is expected to be significant. Making this platform a reality for all and an effective research platform will be greatly facilitated by broad community participation — by your participation.
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